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Tourism Information Systems

¾ Tourism Information System (TIS) is one of the fields of the
Geographic Information System (GIS) useful for the tourism organization.
¾ The first duty of the TIS is serving knowledge to tourists on time and
impressively. So, if tourists went to anywhere, they could get required
data about the environment quickly and correct.
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Planning Methods

¾ Studies on the development of project planning and programming
techniques have been around since 1950.
¾ In this area, the main methods are GANTT diagrams, Critical Path
Method (CPM), Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and
Theory of Constraint (TOC).
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Gantt Diagrams

¾ In this method, the possible shortest duration is chosen by diagrams
which show more than one activity and process by definite elements.
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Critical Path Method (CPM)

¾ The CPM, worked out at the beginning of the 1960s, has become one
of the tools that are most useful in practice and are applied in the
planning and control of the realization of complex projects.
¾ First of all it consists in the identification of the so-called critical paths,
critical activities and critical events in the network, which is the Project
model, assuming the earliest possible completion time of the whole
project.
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Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)

¾ In its historical process, Gantt usage is foundation of PERT.
¾ PERT makes no claim to cope with resource usage or activity
scheduling. Activity durations are modelled as stochastic variables with
an appropriate beta distribution, and a simple approximate method is
used to calculate the expectation and the variance of the network event
times.
t = (a+4*m+b) / 6
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The Theory of Constraint (TOC)

¾ Proposed by Dr. Goldratt emphasizes on the systematic management
of project by discovering the uncertain factors hindering the project
implementation, and suggests the global deployment of resources.
¾ TOC uses the global safety time to schedule the project, and stresses
that a system must have a constraint.
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The Theory of Constraint (TOC)

¾ Five steps used to apply the TOC skill to the project scheduling is given
below
1. Identify the project constraint.
2. Exploit the project constraint.
3. Subordinate everything else to the project constraint.
4. Elevate the project constraint, and
5. If, in the previous step, a new constraint has been uncovered, repeat the
process. Do not let inertia become the project constraint.
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Implementation Procedures of TOC

¾ Step 1. Determine the critical path and project length (T1) without
considering the resource constraint, and obtain the critical chain and project
length (T2) using heuristics when the resources are limited.
¾ Step 2. Compute the duration cut ratio (C.R.= T1/ T2), where T1/T21 and
modify the critical chain when no other resource utilization alternatives are
feasible.
¾ Step 3. Use the strategic project flexible coefficient (kp) and the practical
activity flexible coefficient (k) to modify the revised critical chain (R.C.C.).
R.C.C(p) = TFIN + kp
If kp> 0, T1 < TFIN + kp T2
If kp<0, 0< TFIN + kp T1
14
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Evaluation of Project Planning Methods
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Description of Project Area

¾ In this study, as mentioned above, a tourist area with fewer than 100 000
population is studied for establishing TIS by TOC, Gantt, CPM-PERT. 55
weeks are accepted as a total duration for the TIS.
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Application

¾ After designation the durations and relationship between them are seen.
Critical path has been found of 45 weeks by CPM and Gantt.
¾ Table shows trio durations and expected durations for each activity in PERT
Method. In Pert method, by equation Critical path is calculated 44,07 weeks.
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Application

¾ By TOC method;
¾ Step 1.From activity table and flow diagram derived from activities T1 = 33
and T2= 55 (TFIN = 55)
¾ Step 2. Computation of the duration cut ratio, C.R. = T1/T2 = 33/55 = 60 %
is used.
¾ Activity table is formed by using kvalues from Table for each point at critical
path.
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Application

¾ By TOC method;
¾ R.C.C(A) = 33+[0+(9–6)*1/4+(14–10)*1/4+0+(32–22)*1/4+(35–26)*1/4+(45–
30)*1/4] = 43,25 week values have been calculated.
¾ The using of TOC completely duration has been calculated as 43,25 weeks.
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Results

¾ In the TIS’s applications, Gantt and CPM methods are not suitable for
calculating duration and critical path at the point, of certain duration, certain
time designation and long duration.
¾ It is observed that although the results of PERT are more suitable than
those of Gantt and CPM because the planning duration is calculated by trio
duration time, if time estimations are not accurate, the project will be delayed.
The using of TOC completely duration has been calculated as 43,25 weeks.
¾ The shortest duration has been obtained by TOC. TOC’s advantage over
other methods is a shorter number of activities, so it will be more rapid.
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Thank you
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